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Growth Dynamics of Crystalline Tensionless Surfaces
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We introduce a model for two-dimensional crystalline tensionless surfaces. In equilibrium, the
model exhibits a roughening transition to the high temperature phase of the sine-Gordon (sG)
model, though its initial stages are rougher and described by the linear molecular beam epitaxy
equation; the transition temperature is about half the sG one. Depending on distance to equilibrium
and temperature, the model can behave as a nonmoving flat interface, a moving interface with
oscillatory roughness, or a rough moving interface. Possible experimental applications are discussed
[S0031-9007(97)03495-9]
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Surface and interface roughness are crucial in determ
ing the properties and technological applicability of man
systems [1]. Rough surfaces develop as a consequenc
competition among different effects, such as surface te
sion, surface diffusion, thermal fluctuations, lattice effect
applied forces, and so on. Thus, in equilibrium a particul
surface can be rough under certain conditions and mac
scopically “flat” under other ones, these two regimes bei
usually separated by arougheningtransition [1,2]. Out of
equilibrium, surfaces can grow in many different mode
ranging from layer by layer (LBL) to rough growth: Thus
ordered LBL growth is detected experimentally in a num
ber of growth processes as, for instance, oscillations
the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED
specular intensity [3], whereas for a growing roug
interface the coherence leading to RHEED oscillatio
is lost.

Among recent studies of surface dynamics,systems
with negligible surface tensionhave received much at-
tention. In equilibrium, particularly interesting exam
ples are flexible membranes, for which the energy
deformations around the flat configuration is a functio
of the surface curvature (the so called Helfrich func
tional) [2]. Out of equilibrium, tensionless surfaces ar
expected, for instance, in thin films grown by molecu
lar beam epitaxy (MBE) [1,3,4]: Villain [5] and Lai
and Das Sarma [6], elaborating on classic works by He
ring and by Mullins [7], proposed that surfaces grow
by MBE obey relaxation mechanisms that locally min
mize surface curvature; to linear order, this coincides w
the behavior of the tensionless membranes referred
above and is encompassed in the so called linear M
equation for surface height [5,6]. Recent experimen
described by this equation, such as [8,9], are discus
below.

In this Letter, we study both equilibrium and out-of
equilibrium tensionless surfaces in a unified framewor
focusing on their behavior in the presence of lattice
discreteness effects. To this end, we propose amodel
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where the (single valued, continuously varying) function
histd give the height above sitei in a two-dimensional
(2D) square (L 3 L) lattice, the sum in the brackets run
over the nearest neighbors of sitei, n  4 being the lattice
coordination number, anda is the vertical lattice spacing.

Let us discuss the physical meaning of the terms in (
The first one is a discrete version of the Laplacian squar
of the height, which favors small surface curvature
and corresponds, e.g., to the lowest order term in t
Helfrich free energy for a tensionless membrane [2
The second term, a weighting function favoringhi to
be 2npa, is a pinning potential that represents lattic
effects or, equivalently, the discreteness of growth eve
taking place. This is a nontrivial result first found by
Chui and Weeks in the study of a continuous versio
of the discrete Gaussian model [10]; see also [11,1
Specifically, it has been shown in [10] that the partitio
function of the discrete Gaussian model [13] (in which th
height takes only discrete valueshi  0, 6a, 62a, . . .) is
proportional to that of the same model with an addition
cosine term and no constraint on the values ofhi (i.e., hi

become continuously varying real functions). In this wa
the discrete Gaussian model is shown to have the sa
universal properties as the sine-Gordon (sG) [14] mod
The same approach yields the second term in Eq. (
this mapping has been also successfully applied in oth
contexts to study the interplay of discrete growth even
with different relaxation mechanisms [15]. Finally, th
third term in (1) explicitly includes nonequilibrium effects
through the interaction of the surface with applied field
Ii which represent, e.g., the chemical potential due to t
flux of incoming particles [1,11,12].
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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To study model (1) we resort to Langevin dynamic
a technique successfully applied to the equilibrium a
nonequilibrium properties of the sG model [16]. W
integrate the overdamped equations of motion forhi

(rescaled as to havek  a  V0  1):
≠hi

≠t
 2=2

ds=2
dhid 2 sinhi 1 Ii 1 jistd . (2)

=
2
d stands for thediscreteLaplacian in the square lattice

and jistd are independent Gaussian white noises of ze
mean andkjistdjjst0dl  2Tdijdst 2 t0d, T being the
temperature. Equation (2) reproduces the long distan
behavior of the continuum equation

≠h
≠t

 2=2s=2hd 2 sinh 1 Isxd 1 jsx, td , (3)

whose linear part is the already mentioned linear MB
equation [5,6], the biharmonic term describing diffusio
of material along the surface.

A word is in order regarding theapplicability of
model (1),(2). A relevant context is of course epitaxia
growth, by MBE or other vapor-phase techniques n
operating in a vacuum environment [17]. Note that w
are not introducing any term accounting for a step-ed
barrier, [1,4,17] which would give rise to surface tensio
and/or unstable growth; therefore, we are address
situations in which time and length scales are sm
enough for surface tension to be negligible [18], an
or the temperature range is high enough for step-ed
barriers not to be relevant, both conditions yielding a
effectively tensionless surface (alternatively, anisotrop
diffusion and attachment can also balance step-ed
barriers). An important case where such barriers a
suppressed is, for instance, homoepitaxy onto low-ind
faces of silicon at room temperature [17]. This has be
experimentally confirmed by Yanget al. in thermally
evaporated Si films [8]; for sputter deposited Pt on gla
similar results have been obtained by Jeffrieset al. [9].
Finally, we point out that Eq. (2) is a nonconservin
one; if there is a conserved current of material alo
the surface, the periodic term representing lattice effe
must be different [4,19].

We now proceed with the main question about th
equilibrium (Ii  0) of our model: the existence or no
of a roughening transition. As we know of no prev
ous analytical or numerical results for Eqs. (2) and (3
we recall the renormalization group (RG) ideas appli
to the sG equation [10,20]: There is a roughening te
peratureTR above which the energy of a step on th
surface is zero, because temperature “renormalizes”
sine term, effectively suppressing it at and aboveTR; in
turn, the lattice potential modifies the effective value
the surface tension coefficient [21]. In Fig. 1, we plo
Langevin dynamics resultsfor model (1) [with hist 
0d  0], namely, the surface structure factorSsk, td ;
kĥsk, tdĥs2k, tdl [ĥsk, td being the Fourier transform of
shistd 2 hstddd, with hstd the mean height; note that the
surface roughnessW2sL, td 
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FIG. 1. Ssk, td vs k in the stationary regime for, bottom
to top, T  2, 7, 8, 10, and20 (the last two ones overlap)
and L  64. Dashed lines are guides to the eye. Sol
line is the scaling of the discrete linear MBE equatio
Ssk, t ! `dyT  1yf16 sin4sky2dg. Inset: roughness exponen
a (defined effectively fromWsat , La) vs T . Error bars are
of the symbol size or smaller.

10, Ssk, td scales in the stationary regime in the sam
fashion as for the linear MBE equation,Ssk, t ! `dyT 
1yf16 sin4sky2dg [equivalentlyWsatsLd ; WsL, t ! `d ,
L (see inset of Fig. 1)]. BelowTR , the surface is flat, i.e.,
WsatsLd does not depend onL, andSsk, td does not exhibit
any specific scaling. We thus identifyTR as the tempera-
ture above which the sine term renormalizes to zero a
Eq. (2) effectively behaves as the linear MBE equatio
Furthermore, avariational calculation[22] (following that
in [2] for the sG equation) yieldsTR ø 12, in very good
qualitative agreement with Langevin dynamics. For th
sake of comparison, for the sG model the roughening tra
sition takes place atT sG

R  8p in our units [10,16,20].
After finding TR, we focus on theasymptotic scaling of

the high temperature phase.An extension to our model
[22] of the RG calculations for the sG model [20] sugges
the presence of an effective, possibly small, surfa
tension term generated by the lattice potential [21].
this is the case, the Laplacian term should dominate
scaling behavior [1] forT . TR after a crossover time
t3 (which increases with temperature) observable only
large enough system sizes due to saturation effects.
scaling for t . t3 would then be that of the Edwards
Wilkinson (EW) equation [23]. We stress that fort , t3

andT . TR, our simulations yield the same dynamics a
the linear MBE equation, i.e.,W sL, td , t1y4. Although
our present computing facilities do not allow us t
unambiguously confirm the existence of asymptotic E
scaling (up toL  512), we obtained further evidence
from the average velocityy of an interface given by the
transformationh0sx, td  hsx, td 2 ex2. In the presence
of a finite Laplacian with coefficientn, y behaves as
y , ne when e ! 0. We have obtained this behavio
in our simulations, whose results support a small b
4983
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distinctly nonzero value forn. Further work to settle this
question is in progress [22].

Turning now to thenonequilibrium(Ii  I fi 0) case,
Fig. 2 summarizes our results splitting thesT , Id param-
eter space into three different regions. In regionA, the
lattice potential controls the dynamics, the surface is fl
and shows zero average velocity like in the lowT phase at
equilibrium. IncreasingI further for fixedT within region
A, a value of the driving is reached which is strong enou
to pull the surface over the potential barriers, leading to
nonzero average velocityy for the interface; hence the
system is in regionB. What is more interesting, increas
ing T for fixed I produces the same effect: This can b
appreciated from Fig. 3, where the linear response mo
ity m  yyI for I  0.1 exhibits a sharp transition from
a pinned (regionA) to a moving (regionB) interface. The
transition temperature decreases with increasingI; in fact,
growth occurs for allT whenI $ 1; that is, regionA ter-
minates atT  0, I  1. This is seen also in Fig. 3 for
I  1.1.

The difference between regionsB and C relates not
only to mobility but also to morphology. In regionC, the
mobility is maximum (m ø 1), and the interface displays
the same scaling behavior as in the equilibrium highT
phase. On the contrary, regionB is characterized by
a temperature dependent mobility: The interface mov
nonlinearly, in a way which is reminiscent of the LBL
growth experimentally observed in RHEED oscillation
particulary if one looks at the roughness dependence
time (upper panel of Fig. 4). To understand this behavi
let us recall that, for actual surfaces, there is a competit
between surface diffusion, which tends to complete laye
before new ones start to form, and the incoming flu
which supplies new material for island nucleation on to
of incomplete layers. Consequently, three time sca
arise: a surface diffusion timetd (td , k21  1 in our
units), a time associated with the flux ratetI , I21, and
a time associated with flux rate fluctuationstT , T 21y2.
As td is fixed, the relevant quantity for the dynamic

FIG. 2. Sketch of the “phase diagram” of our model. Line
are approximate and not intended as quantitatively corre
except for the ends of the line separating regionA from B.
4984
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in region B is the ratio g  tT ytI : Indeed, for large
g, the height fluctuations due toT grow in a typical
time scaletT , much slower than the time needed by th
incoming flux to pull the surface over a potential barrier
leading to LBL behavior. On the other hand, for smallg,
temperature fluctuations dominate over the surface grow
as a whole, yielding rough, multilayer growth. This is in
perfect agreement with what we see in regionB, where
g decreases when going from regionA to regionC. In
addition, regionC shows no sign of oscillations, one more
hint that the potential is effectively renormalized to zer
by temperature.

For the purpose ofcomparison to experiments,we note
that roughness oscillations in regionB of our model and
RHEED oscillations can be related through the covera
un of the nth layer, i.e., the number of occupied site
in that layer divided by the total number of available
sites. The surface roughness readsW2  s2pd2

P
nsun 2

un11d sn 2 hd2, where we have discretized the surfac
height values:hn  2np. In perfect LBL growth, at any
given timeun is different from 0 or 1 only for one value
of n, and W2  s2pd2sun 2 u2

nd, oscillating between 0
and p2 as un goes from 0 to 1. RHEED spectra, which
are directly related to coverages [3], behave according
oscillating with constant amplitude in time. On the
contrary, when two or more layers are growing at th
same time (rough growth), damping terms appear inW2,
and hence oscillations damp out (see Fig. 4), once ag
as RHEED oscillations do. In all cases,g determines the
period of oscillations and the damping time. RegionB
is thus the parameter range for which one would expe
LBL growth (close to regionA) crossing over to rough
growth (as one approaches regionC). In region C, the
suppression of the lattice potential yields the very notio
of layer meaningless.

In conclusion, we have proposed and studied a mod
for growth of crystalline tensionless surfaces [Eq. (1)
which shows an equilibrium roughening transition a

FIG. 3. Linear mobilitym ; yyI vs T for I  0.1 (±) and
1.1 (h). Inset: roughness exponenta vs T for the same values
of I. Error bars are of the symbol size or smaller except whe
plotted.
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FIG. 4. W (upper panel) and coverage of the first seven lay
(lower panel) vst for I  0.8 andT  3 (regionB, g  0.46).
Roughness oscillations damp out because several layers
growing simultaneously.

temperature TR ø 10 (dimensionless units), approx
mately half of that required by a system minimizin
surface tension. The surface morphology atT . TR is
much rougher, at least in the early dynamics, than in
case of surfaces with nonzero tension. Out of equi
rium, the phase diagram is composed of three regi
where the surface is pinned,A, moves nonlinearly,B,
or roughens kinetically,C. The nonlinear regionB is a
crossover from LBL growth (close to the pinned pha
A) to rough growth (close to the rough phaseC). As
we have discussed, this characterization is relevan
experiments, and real systems may exhibit measur
signatures of the three regimes. We note that, am
those usually studied in the context of rough surfac
no other continuum model without lattice effects h
reproduced these oscillations [1]. Presently, repo
of RHEED oscillations dependence on temperature
available and qualitatively agree with our results [2
although of course much more work is needed to ass
the relevance of our model to actual growth process
Finally, it is most important to clarify the asymptoti
scaling of our model in the high temperature phase.
believe the asymptotic scaling forT . TR, I $ 0 is
the same as for the sG model. If confirmed, this res
implies that in realistic systems the linear MBE equati
scaling cannot be asymptotic. However, the crosso
time can be large, presumably observable for appropr
experimental realizations, such as, e.g., homoepitaxy
vapor techniques under properly chosen conditions.

We are indebted to L. A. N. Amaral, A. R. Bishop, J. A
Cuesta, E. Diez, and M. Kotrla for discussions. Th
work has been supported by CICyT (Spain) Grant N
MAT95-0325.

Note added.—After this Letter was accepted for pub
lication, we became aware of work on a related discr
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model on triangular, lattices introduced by D. R. Nelso
(see references in [25]). We are currently studying th
connection between those results and ours.
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